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Demolition Notes
#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

1

4

8

6
20

1

1 2 3

1. Demo roof flashing and roofing
4. Existing window to remain-typical
6. Align and evenly space house number
8. Demo downspout
11. Replace wood threshold
15. Repair, sand, refinish and resinstall door
17. Sand and repaint wood trim-typical
19. Clean, patch and paint stucco
20. Repair damaged gate board, paint

11

15

17

AP1

PHOTO REFERENCES

23

4



Demolition Notes
#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

17

4

5

17. Sand and repaint wood trim

Image showing existing front facade 
construction:
Stucco
Lath
1” plywd
wd studs

AP2

PHOTO REFERENCES

23



Demolition Notes
#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

1

2

4

8

6

7

1. Demo roof flashing and roofing
2. Remove and store siding for reinstallation
Sand and paint 6 sides-typical
4. Existing window to remain-typ
8. Demo gutter and downspout
10. Route cabling inside house
15. Sand, refinish and resinstall door
17. Sand and repaint wood trim
18. Demo compressor

15

18

17
10

AP3

PHOTO REFERENCES

23



Demolition Notes
#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

10

17

8

9

10. Route cabling inside house
17. Patch sand and repaint wood trim

AP4

PHOTO REFERENCES

23



Demolition Notes
#

indicates photo lo-
cation-see plans

21

22

23

10

11 12

21. Reverse gate swing, install new cross brace
22. Repair fence, demo uninstalled panels
23. Sand and Paint fence base

AP5

PHOTO REFERENCES

23













address

1713 N. Bryan Street	 

Arlington, VA 22201


tel	 703-725-4328

url	 www.pvanderpoel.com

23 Jan 23


Re: Response to Comments:

Project Address:3609 O St. NW


Below are listed comments received for the project with response italicized and indented.


VA2205-04
3609 O St. 

1. Can the electrical box be relocated to a side or rear elevation?

It may be possible to shift the location to the abandoned alley that appears on 
the left side of the elevation. We will coordinate with Pepco

2. Please provide existing and proposed pan widths and seam heights for the roof 
replacement.

Information regarding the seam height and panel width has been added to the 
drawings.

3. The notes on photographs indicate the alley door is to be repaired whereas the 
drawings say it will be replaced. Please revise for consistent specs. The replacement 
door should be wood.

Alley door is be repaired. Drawings will be updated to reflect this. A4/AP3

4. Please show the existing and proposed compressor(s) on the plans and elevation.

The revised plans show the existing compressor and a new compressor. 
See A0/A1

5. Why is a window on AP1 marked for roof demolition? Does this note refer to coping or 
is it a typo?

Mark deleted from photo.

6. Please add the fence to the site plan so it is clear where it is located.

Fence added to site plan
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